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40 vaccine candidates worldwide were approved by governments to confer
high levels of protection against Covid-19, but none of them actually worked.

So how exactly did this happen?

As we approach the Fourth Year To Slow The Spread of the rebranded flu, it’s
time to start examining the methods through which the world was fooled into
conforming to and complying with the global hysteria that was the Covid-19
era.

As you’ll see below, the Covid shots, which served as the biggest windfall for
the pharmaceutical industry in modern history, were advertised as something
akin to the cure to Covid-19.

During the “race to the cure,” there was no discussion of the likelihood of
endless annual or seasonal boosters. When you dip into the archives, no such
warnings were delivered, nor was any speculation or conversation about
future shots allowed, for fear of being labeled a “conspiracy theorist.”

Pharmaceutical giants and governments around the world promised that just
one or perhaps two shots conferred what was commonly understood as
*immunity* to Covid-19.

Now it’s time to go into the archives:

AstraZeneca: 100% effective

Pfizer: 100% effective

Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla/ X.com

Moderna: 100% effective against severe disease

Johnson & Johnson: 100% effective against severe disease

Sinopharm (China): 100% effective against severe disease

Sputnik (Russia): 100% effective against severe disease

Novavax (USA): 100% effective and moderate and severe disease

Covaxin (India): 100% effective

In the end, those of us who decided to take the shot got scammed, no matter
where we lived. Billions of people lined up to get their advertised Covid cures.
And it didn’t matter whether they were RNA vaccines, viral vector shots,
subunit vaxxes, or inactivated viral shots. All of them were advertised as the
ultimate form of “protection” against Covid-19, preventing its recepients from
having a fatal case of the Wuhan sniffles.

But what began as the cure has become a nine dose fiasco:

In the United States, the deception begins decades ago, via the fusion of
government and Big Pharma. For the likes of Pfizer and Moderna, they need
not worry about repercussions, because the government gave them both
hundreds of billions of dollars in taxpayer money, and blanket legal immunity
from citizens harmed by the shots.

Beyond the borders of the United States, the race to the vaccine became
something of a geopolitical prestige contest, with competing parties
continually raising expectations to the point that everyone had decided that
they possessed a “100% effective” miracle cure.

Due to a combination of broken incentives and corrupt/deceitful governance,
the powers that be decided to deploy progressively shoddier studies to
declare that they possessed the cure to the coronavirus.

But none of them actually did.

Nobody even came close.

In 2024, there is still no cure or proven “vaccine” for any respiratory disease.

It truly serves as the ultimate lesson in how to lie with statistics, and how to
never let a crisis go to waste.
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Bill Gates secured hundreds of millions in profits from mRNA stock sales
before suddenly changing tune on vaccine technology
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(CNN)-Aftercriticismlastyearforanearlyrollout,Russia'sSputnikVvaccineis
91.6%effectiveagainstsymptomaticCovid-19and100%effectiveagainstsevereand
moderatedisease,accordingtoaninterimanalysisofthevaccine'sPhase3trial
results.

ThepreliminaryfindingswerepublishedinTheLancetonTuesdayandarebasedon
datagatheredfrom19,866participants,ofwhicharoundthree-quarters(14,964)
receivedtwodosesofthevaccineandaquarter(4,902)weregivenaplacebo.

SixteencasesofsymptomaticCovid-19wereconfirmedinthevaccinegroup21days
afterparticipantsreceivedthefirstvaccinedose.Sixtytwocaseswerefoundinthe
placebogroup-equatingtoanefficacyof91.6%.
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shot
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I don't think any of us can comprehend the damage done to humanity; past, present and future.

Considering billions were injected, I cannot think of a more sinister crime.
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Covid was a bioweapon.

So, a "vaccine" won't work.
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Ghost Shot: Pfizer quietly admits it will never manufacture
original FDA approved COVID vaccines

Company claims it is manufacturing Comirnaty product with new formula.
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and Pfizer, top officials at the Gates Foundation and in the Soros…
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Nowhere to be found: What really happened to Tiffany Dover?

Part 1 of The Dossier's investigation into her sudden, and continuing
disappearance from public view.
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New York Times journalist rage quits Substack over inability to
censor everything he deems 'hate speech' and 'extremism'

Major publication tried to hoax Substack into proactively censoring newsletters.
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Federal Reserve announces major ‘pilot exercise’ for ESG social
credit score system

ESG finance is similar to the Chinese Communist Party's social credit score
system.
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Confidential Biden DOD memo reveals "transgender" service
members can skip deployments and receive indefinite physical
fitness/standards…

The Dossier is publishing the Pentagon memo for public consumption.
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Exclusive: The Dossier uncovers WEF-Gates Event 201 launch
announcement from Davos 2019

"The exercise will be called Event 201 in honor of the, uh, potential pandemic."
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Biden Admin officials scramble to escape blame for unlawful
Pentagon order mandating mRNA for troops

Former Pentagon official Terry Adirim says she was directed by the Secretary of
Defense to justify the mandate.
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Bill Gates concludes that mRNA shots aren't actually useful,
warns of ‘next pandemic’

Microsoft founder admits Covid mRNA "vaccines" don't serve any benefit to
society.
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The Washington Post is collapsing, and only Donald Trump can
save them

Jeff Bezos's prized paper is losing $100 million a year.
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